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Abstract: This paper presents the advantages in extending Classical Tensor Algebra (CTA), also known as Kro-
necker Algebra, to allow the definition of functions,i.e., functional dependencies among its operands. Such ex-
tended tensor algebra have been called Generalized Tensor Algebra (GTA). Stochastic Automata Networks (SAN)
and Superposed Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (SGSPN) formalisms use such Kronecker representations. The
advantages of GTA do not imply in a reduction or augmentation of application scope, since there is a representa-
tion equivalence between SAN, which uses GTA, and SGSPN, which uses only CTA. Two modeling examples
are presented in order to draw comparisons between the memory needs and CPU time required for the generation
and solution using both formalisms, showing the computational advantages in using GTA.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the middle of the���� century, the german math-
ematician Leopold Kronecker proposed a new opera-
tion based ontensors, a generalization of the matrices
in which more than two dimensions could be repre-
sented.

However, as far as the authors know, only in the 1970s
did computer scientists pay some attention to the Kro-
necker extension to Linear Algebra. Davio made
one of the first studies regarding theKronecker(ten-
sor) productoperation applied to Computer Science
[Davio, 1981]. Nearly at the same time, a new op-
eration over tensors made its appearance:Kronecker
(tensor) sum. Tensor product and tensor sum opera-
tions, as well as their properties, compose theClassi-
cal Tensor Algebra(CTA).

SAN [Plateau, 1985] and SGSPN [Donatelli, 1994]
are formalisms that use Tensor Algebra to represent
the infinitesimal generator. Comparing these Kro-
necker representations to the classical approach (a

�
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huge sparse matrix), it is obvious that the memory
needs are dramatically reduced. This memory savings
are quite important to reduce the impact of the clas-
sicalstate space explosionproblem. Unfortunately, a
similar reduction of the time spent to compute solu-
tions is yet to come out.

To cope with this problem, the research com-
munity has been working on numerical tech-
niques to reduce the computational cost in comput-
ing exact solutions using mostly iterative methods
[Fernandes et al., 1998, Buchholz and Dayar, 2003].
Such works achieve some important gains, but the
reduction is not as big as the reduction in memory
needs.

One of the main goals of our work is to stress
some advantages of usingGeneralized Tensor Alge-
bra (GTA), which is an extension to the CTA. In fact,
we do believe that GTA can provide a more compact
and more manageable representation from a numeri-
cal point of view,i.e., models using GTA need less
memory and can be solved more rapidly.

Our first goal is to show that GTA operators can
be viewed as a compact form of describing complex
CTA formulas. Therefore, models described with
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classical Kronecker representations can often be de-
scribed by GTA operators in a more compact (and ef-
ficient) form. This paper provides the intuition that
SAN, which uses GTA, has the same application
scope of SGSPN, which uses CTA. In fact, such af-
firmation is based on the formal equivalence proved
in [Brenner et al., 2003]. We also show that any SAN
model with functions has at least one equivalent rep-
resentation without functions. Because of that, the
use of GTA is not necessary, but it represents some
irrefutable computational cost reduction.

Some segments of the research community made
a considerable, and fruitful, effort to provide so-
lutions for models with large and complex state
spaces [Buchholz et al., 2000, Kemper, 1996]. How-
ever, such efforts could provide satisfactory solutions
for models with a relatively small number of reach-
able states.

We do not want to contest the gains achieved by state
space analysis performed usingMulti-Decision Dia-
grams(MDD) [Miner and Ciardo, 1999b] andMatrix
Diagrams (MxD) [Miner and Ciardo, 1999a] tech-
niques. Nevertheless, we want to show that for mod-
els with a large number of reachable states the GTA
approach has irrefutable gains.

The next section briefly describes the SAN and
SGSPN formalisms. Section 3 presents the proof
idea for the equivalence between the SAN models
with functions (needing GTA operators) and the SAN
models without functions (described only with CTA
operators), as well as the representation equivalence
between the SAN and SGSPN formalisms. In Sec-
tion 4, we present two examples modeled using SAN
and SGSPN. Section 5 draws comparisons between
the memory needs and CPU time required for the gen-
eration and solution of the SAN and SGSPN models.
Finally, the conclusion stresses the need for and the
advantages of GTA operators.

2 MODELING FORMALISMS

Many formalisms can benefit from a structured tensor
(Kronecker) representation, but in this work we fo-
cus in two formalisms that explicitly define their ten-
sor representations:Stochastic Automata Networks
(SAN) andSuperposed Generalized Stochastic Petri
Nets (SGSPN). It is important to notice that the
use of Kronecker representations is not limited to
SAN and SGSPN, but can also be employed in
other structured formalisms,e.g., Process Algebras
[Gilmore et al., 2003] and Stochastic Activity Net-
works [Sanders and Meyer, 1991].

2.1 SAN - stochastic automata networks

The basic idea of SAN is to represent a whole sys-
tem by a collection of subsystems with an indepen-
dent behavior (local transitions) and occasional in-
terdependencies (functional ratesand synchronizing
events). Each subsystem is described as a stochas-
tic automaton,i.e., an automaton in which the tran-
sitions are labeled with probabilistic and timing in-
formation. Hence, one can build a continuous-time
stochastic process1 related to SAN. The state of a
SAN model is called theglobal stateand it is defined
by the cartesian product of thelocal statesof all au-
tomata.

There are two types of events that change the global
state of a SAN model:local eventsandsynchroniz-
ing events. Local events change the global state pass-
ing from a global state to another that differs only
by one local state. On the other hand, synchroniz-
ing events can change simultaneously more than one
local state,i.e., two or more automata can change
their local states simultaneously. In other words, the
occurrence of a synchronizing eventforcesall con-
cerned automata to fire a transition corresponding to
this event. Thus, local events can be viewed as a
particular case of synchronizing events that concerns
only one automaton.

Each event is represented by anidentifierand arateof
occurrence, which can be a constant value or a func-
tion of the state of other automata. Each transition
may be fired as result of the occurrence of any number
of events. In general, non-determinism among possi-
ble different events is dealt according to Markovian
behavior,i.e., any of the events may occur and their
occurrence rates define how often each on of them
will occur. However, from a given local state, if the
occurrence of a given event can lead to more than one
state, then an additionalrouting probabilitymust be
informed. The absence of routing probability is tol-
erated if only one transition can be fired by an event
from a given local state.

Figure 1 presents an example of a SAN model with
two automata, four local events, one synchronizing
event, and one functional rate.

In this model, event�� has a functional rate defined
by function

��. The firing of the transition from state����
to ���� occurs with rate��, if 	��� is in state

����,
or �� if 	��� is in state
��

�
. If 	��� is in state����, the

transition from state
����

to ���� does not occur (rate
equal to 0).

The use of functional rates is not limited to event
rates. In fact, routing probabilities also may be ex-

1In the context of this paper, only continuous-time SAN will
be considered, although discrete-time SAN can also be employed
without loss of generality.
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Figure 1: An example of a SAN model

pressed as functions. The use of functions is a pow-
erful primitive of the SAN formalism, since it allows
to describe very complex behaviors in a very com-
pact format. The computational costs to handle func-
tional rates has decreased significantly with the de-
velopments of numerical solutions for SAN models,
e.g., the algorithms for generalized tensor products
[Benoit et al., 2004, Fernandes et al., 1998].

2.2 SGSPN - superposed generalized stochastic
Petri nets

Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) formalism represents
complex state machines (automata) in a compact
form, using places connected to transitions and transi-
tions connected to places. Places (represented as cir-
cles) may contain tokens. The firing of a transition
removes tokens from input places connected to this
transition and adds tokens to output places to which
this transition is connected.

An exponentially distributed random firing time is as-
sociated with each timed transition (represented as
rectangles). A transition may have associated a nec-
essary, but not sufficient, condition (calledguard) to
its firing. A guard is a function which depends on
the number of tokens in places. Generalized Stochas-
tic Petri Nets (GSPN) formalism is a generalization
from the SPN formalism, in which immediate tran-
sitions (represented as bars), fired in zero time, may
appear.

Superposed Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets
(SGSPN) is a superposition of GSPN,i.e., a
SGSPN model is defined as a set of GSPN syn-
chronized by a common subset of transitions. In
this paper, we refer to SGSPN, due to its Kronecker
explicit representation. However a more general
concept of partitions (choices of component !"# )
can be considered without any loss of generality
[Buchholz et al., 2000, Ciardo and Trivedi, 1991].

Figure 2 presents a SGSPN model equivalent to Fig-
ure 1. This SGSPN model has two !"# compo-
nents, five local transitions, two synchronized transi-
tions, and two guards.
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Figure 2: An example of a SGSPN model

Component !"# ���
has three places (?@, ?� and

?�), whereas component !"# ���
has two places

(?A and?B). Both components are synchronized by
transitionsCB and C�, and transitionsCD and CE have
guards associated with their firings.

3 REPRESENTATION EQUIV-
ALENCE

In this section, we show informally the representa-
tion equivalence between the SAN and SGSPN for-
malisms. We understand by representation equiv-
alence between two models, the verification of the
same stochastic behavior in both descriptions. For
example, if two models have the same underly-
ing Markov chain, we can say they are equiva-
lents. A reader interested in a formal proof of such
equivalence between SAN and SGSPN can consult
[Brenner et al., 2003]. Note that in this paper, we
just indicate the proof idea to this equivalence show-
ing: the equivalence between the SAN (GTA) and
SAN (CTA) models (Section 3.1); and the equiv-
alence between the SAN (CTA) and SGSPN for-
malisms (Section 3.2). Such equivalence is a short-
cut to the quite obvious indirect equivalence, since
all formalisms have an equivalence withContinuous-
Time Markov Chains(CTMC). Figure 3 presents a
diagram showing the equivalence levels between the
formalisms, detailing the more elaborated step (the
equivalence between SAN (CTA) and SGSPN).

3.1 SAN (GTA) F SAN (CTA)

In terms of infinitesimal generator description, the use
of GTA operations is the main difference between the
SAN and SGSPN formalisms. In fact, GTA opera-
tors in the Markovian descriptor are used to represent
the functional rates (or functional probabilities)2.

Our first step is to show that any SAN model needing

2Synchronizing events include new terms in the Markovian de-
scriptor, but as long as there is no functional elements, they can be
described using classical tensor products.
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Figure 3: Equivalence diagram between the SAN and SGSPN formalisms

the use of GTA operators has at least one equivalent
model that can be described only using CTA oper-
ators,i.e., any SAN model with functional rates (or
functional probabilities) can be represented by a SAN
model with only constant rates, and vice-versa.

The equivalence between the SAN (GTA) and SAN
(CTA) models is based on the replacement of func-
tions by synchronizing events. In fact, each event with
a functional rate (or functional probability) may be re-
placed by as many synchronizing events as its possi-
ble evaluations.

The equivalence between the SAN (CTA) and SAN
(GTA) models is trivial, since a SAN (CTA) model
may be viewed as a SAN (GTA) model, in which all
functional rates and functional probabilities are con-
stants.

3.2 SAN F SGSPN

Since any SAN (GTA) model has at least one equiv-
alent SAN (CTA) model, it is possible to show
the equivalence between the SAN and SGSPN for-
malisms. The detail in Figure 3 represents the steps
to go from a SAN model not using functions to a
SGSPN model, and vice-versa.

A SAN model has
�

automata	��
, where � ������]. Each automaton	��

has an equivalent
Stochastic State Machine!!���

in which the
places and transitions (!!���

) correspond to the
states and events (automaton	��

) respectively. Each
!!���

may be viewed as a component !"# ��
which has only timed transitions. Thus, the SGSPN
model equivalent to the SAN model is composed of
all those !"# ��

components (� � �����]).

Analogously, each component !"# ��
(� � �����])

composing a SGSPN has aTangible Reachability
Graph� � �

�
. Each� � �

�
has an equivalent au-

tomaton	��
in which the states and events (	��

)
correspond to the nodes and arcs (� � �

�
) respec-

tively.

4 MODELING EXAMPLES

We now present two modeling examples. The first
one, modeled by SAN (CTA and GTA) and SGSPN,
describes a Resource Sharing model. The second one
shows a SAN (CTA and GTA) and SGSPN model
of an Alternate Service Pattern.

It is important to notice that SAN (CTA and GTA)
and SGSPN models presented in this section, even
though equivalents, were not obtained using the con-
version steps presented in Figure 3. In fact, the equiv-
alence diagram is used to prove the existence of a
SGSPN model equivalent to each and every SAN
model, and vice-versa. However, the models ob-
tained in such way are often not compact or readable
ones. An human-made conversion may provide bet-
ter (more compact) models. The models presented in
this section were converted using our best knowledge
on the formalisms. Therefore, a more skilled modeler
may develop even better models.

4.1 RS - resource sharing

Figure 4 shows the SAN (GTA) model of aResource
Sharing(RS) system. In this model, there are

�
pro-

cesses sharing� resources. Each process is repre-
sented by an automaton	��

, which has two states:���
(sleeping) and� ��

(using). Each local event��
has a functional rate

��� which controls the access to
available resources.

Thus, local events�� only happen when there are
available resources,i.e., the number of automata us-
ing resources is less than� (�� �	��� ��	���� � � �).

Figure 5 represents a SAN (CTA) model equivalent
to Figure 4. In this model, a resource pool is repre-
sented by automaton	�� �� and it has� ! � states
indicating the number of resources in use. Events��
and�" are synchronizing events between��� process
and the resource pool (	�� ��).
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Figure 4: RS - SAN (GTA) model
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Figure 5: RS - SAN (CTA) model

Figure 6 presents an equivalent SGSPN model. Each
process (HIJK LMNOPPQR) has two places:SM (sleep-
ing) andTM (using). In componentHIJK LQUOR, the
tokens in placeVS represent the number of available
resources, whereas the number of using resources is
represented by the tokens in placeVT. TransitionWXM
andWYM are synchronized transitions betweenZ[\ pro-
cess and the resource pool. Synchronized transitions
WXM andWYM have the same rates used by synchroniz-
ing events]XM and]YM from the SAN (CTA) model
(Figure 5).
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Figure 6: RS - SGSPN model

4.2 ASP - alternate service pattern

This example describes a small open network com-
posed of four queues (mn, mo, mp andmq) with finite
capacitiesrn, ro, rp andrq respectively. In the
routing pattern of customers for this model, the cus-
tomers arrive inmsandmo with constant ratestn and
to respectively. Customers may leave frommn tomp,
if and only if there is room in that queue (blocking be-
havior), whereas customers may leave frommo to mp
whether there is room or leave the model otherwise
(loss behavior). Customers may also leave frommp
to mq with blocking behavior.

While mn, mo andmq have standard (single) service
behavior,i.e., a same average service rate for all cus-
tomers (un, uo anduq respectively), queuemp has an
Alternate Service Pattern(ASP) behavior. The ser-
vice rate for this queue varies according tov differ-
ent service patterns (upnw x x x wupy ). mp can exchange
its service pattern simultaneously with the end of ser-
vice of a customer. Therefore, when a customer is
served by service patternvz, mp can remain serving
the next customer in the same pattern with probabil-
ity {zz, or it can alternate to a different service pattern
v| , with probability{z| (for all service patternsvz:}y|~n {z| � s).
The SAN model for this example is composed of one
automaton to each single-service pattern queue (mn,
mo andmq) and two automata for the alternate service
pattern queue (mp).
Let us call��z� (� � sw x x x w�) the automaton rep-
resenting the number of customers inmz, and����
the automaton representing the current service pat-
tern in mp. Local events�n and �o represent the
arrival in queuesmn andmo respectively, and local
event�q represents the departure frommq. Synchro-
nizing events�np and�pq represent the routings be-
tween queuesmn to mp andmp to mq respectively,
and synchronizing event�op represents both the rout-
ing from mo to mp, and the departure frommo due
to lack of room inmp (loss). All events, besides�pq,
have constant rates according to the model definition.
The functional rate of event�pq is defined by the func-
tion �pq and it depends on the state of automaton����.
Figure 7 presents the SAN (GTA) model for this ex-
ample withv � �, the extension to a higher num-
ber of service patterns will correspond to the addition
of more local states to automaton����, which will
always havev local states. Note that event�pq ob-
viously synchronizes automata��p� and��q�, but it
also synchronizes automaton���� due to the (possi-
ble) exchange of service pattern. The use of probabil-
ities to event�pq represents the stochastic distribution
of all the possible exchanges between the service pat-
terns.
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Figure 7: ASP model using SAN (GTA)
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Figure 9: ASP model using SGSPN

Figure 8 presents an equivalent SAN (CTA) model.
Note that there are two synchronizing events (�AB���
and�AB���) to model the exchange between the pos-
sible service patterns. Events�AB��� and �AB���
have constant rates equal todA� and dA� respec-
tively. In fact, a SAN (CTA) model for an example
with ? service patterns will have? synchronizing
events�AB��� e�AB��� e � � � e�AB�f � with constant rates
dA�edA� e � � � edAf respectively.

The equivalent SGSPN model is presented in Fig-
ure 9 (with ? g 
). This model defines a pair of

places to represent each queue number of customers,
one place (hi) to represent the number of customers
currently in the queuei, and another place (ji)
to represent the available room in this queue. There-
fore, the number of tokens in each pair of placeshi
andji must always sum the capacity (k) of queue
i. Places?� and ?� indicate which service pat-
tern is being used in theiA. Component !"# ��

(� g �e � � � el) is composed of placesji andhi,
which represents thei. Component !"# ���

is
composed of places?� and?� (considering? g 
),
which represents the set of possible service patterns.
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The most significant differences between the events
of the SAN model and the transitions of the SGSPN
model concern the end of service ini� and iniA.
The end of service ini� may lead to the routing from
i� to iA (C�A) which occurs only wheniA has room
for another customer, or to the departure (loss) ofi�
(C��) which occurs wheniA is full. The end of ser-
vice in iA always represents the routing of one cus-
tomer fromiA toiB, but it may occur simultaneously
to the change of service pattern. Hence?

�
transi-

tions are used to represent this routing considering all
possible changes and permaneces in the service pat-
tern. Generically, transitionCAB��� represents the end
of service iniA with service pattern? and changing
to service pattern?� (when � �g �) or staying in the
same service pattern (when� g �).

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS

Table 1 presents the numerical results for both exam-
ples solved using thePower method. However, the
iteration cost correspond to the execution of a vector-
descriptor multiplication, which is also the basic it-
eration for other possible transient or stationary so-
lutions. In fact, we already used the same vector-
descriptor multiplication code to implement the Uni-
formization method for transient solution, as well as
Power, Arnoldi and GMRES methods for stationary
solution.

The Table 1 results were obtained on a 2.8 GHz
Pentium IV Xeon under Linux operating system
with 2 GBytes of memory. To each example, we
solve the SAN(GTA) and SAN(CTA) models us-
ing PEPS software tool [Benoit et al., 2003]. The
SGSPN model was solved with SMART software
tool [Ciardo et al., 2003] using MxD technique with
Kronecker storage (MDK) and generation of a sparse
matrix (Sparse).

The RS models were solved with 24 processes and 3,
9, 15 and 21 resources. The ASP model were solved
with queue capacities equals to 30, 30, 60 and 60 re-
spectively, and 2, 3, 4 and 5 service patterns.

The table columns indicate thesize of infinitesimal
generator (in MBytes), CPU time to the generation of
the infinitesimal generator (gen.), and the CPU time
to perform one single power iteration (iter.) in sec-
onds. Additionally, the last row (rss) indicates the
reachable state space size of each model.

It is important to note that the number of states and
transitions of the underlying Markov chain is not rel-
evant to the size of the models, since the solution is
performed only over the tensor representation. In ad-
dition, the number of iterations, which depends on re-

quired precision and chosen rates, is not relevant to
estimate the total solution time.

A clear conclusion from the memory results (size) in
both examples is the very optimized storage achieved
by SGSPN-MDK technique. Obviously, the SAN
formalism could benefit from such efficient tech-
nique to compute and store reachable state space
[Miner et al., 2000, Buchholz et al., 2000]. This char-
acteristic of the SGSPN approach explains the quite
impressive results that SMART has in model check-
ing applications. However, it is a common mistake
in some segments of the research community to gen-
eralize the benefits of SGSPN approach to compute
stationary solution using the Power method (or any
other iterative method based on vector-generator mul-
tiplications).

The results for the RS example shows clearly, how
fast is the solution using SGSPN approach for mod-
els with a relatively small number of reachable states
(� g �). For the slightly larger model (� g �

), the
SAN (CTA) and SGSPN-Sparse generations could
not be done due to the working product state space
(167,772,160 states) which is much larger than the ac-
tual reachable state space.

The models with few resources can be very efficiently
generated by the powerful MxD technique and the re-
sulting generator is a quite efficient Kronecker struc-
ture (for SGSPN-MDK) or a quite small sparse ma-
trix (for SGSPN-Sparse). However, for larger mod-
els (� g �� and� g 
�), i.e., models with a large
number of reachable states, the memory needs for
sparse solution becomes prohibitive, and even the so-
lution (iteration time) is faster for SAN (GTA) than
for SGSPN-MDK representation.

The results for the ASP example shows an irrefutable
advantage for the SAN approach, which is potenti-
ated by the use of functional rates (GTA). For ASP
models, we can observe consistent gains in both gen-
eration and solution times when compared to the
SGSPN solution using MDK. Obviously, the solution
times using SGSPN-Sparse have better results, but
it cannot be used for very large models (? g l and
? g �

) due to the huge amount of memory needed to
handle the generator matrix.

Additionally, for models that converge in a small
number of iterations (e.g.

���
) the overall SAN

(GTA) solution (generation plus iteration times)
could be faster than SGSPN sparse solution. It is
important to notice that these time gains achieved by
the SAN (GTA) approach are not due to an increase
of memory usage. In fact, the generation method for
SAN, both GTA and CTA, needs exactly the same
amount of memory as the iteration. The method for
SGSPN-MDK, on the contrary needs more memory
during the generation phase.
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RS - Resource Sharing (
� � �B

)
R 3 9 15 21

size gen. iter. size gen. iter. size gen. iter. size gen. iter.

SAN
CTA ������ ��A��� �E��� - - - - - - - - -
GTA ����@� �B@�E ��B�� ����@� �B@�A ��B�� ����@� �B@�� ��B�D ����@� �B@�D ��B�A

SGSPN
MDK

@�@� @�� � @�@ ���� ��E�B AD�D ����A �B@@�@ �B��@ DB�@� �DE��� �E��E
Sparse

@��D @�� � @�@ - - - - - - - - -
��� 2,325 states 2,579,130 states 15,505,590 states 16,776,915 states

ASP - Alternate Service Pattern (�� � A@; �	 � A@; �
 � D@; �� � D@)
P 2 3 4 5

size gen. iter. size gen. iter. size gen. iter. size gen. iter.

SAN
CTA �B��� A��� ��B ����D DD�� B�B �@���B �B�� D�� �AD�B� �A@�� ��A
GTA �B��B A��� ��� ����D �A�E A�B �@���B EB�� B�E �AD�B� �D�E D��

SGSPN
MDK

�E�A@ D��B ���D B@��� �E�B A@�B �B�D@ ����B �@�D D���B ��D�B DD�B
Sparse A�D��� DEE�� ��� DEB��@ ������ ��E - - - - - -

��� 7,151,762 states 10,727,643 states 14,303,524 states 17,879,405 states

Table 1: Computational Costs

6 CONCLUSION

Our purpose in this paper is not to suggest that a for-
malism is more suitable than other. As presented in
Section 3, SAN and SGSPN formalisms have rep-
resentation equivalence. Legibility and description
facility of a model described by SAN and SGSPN
formalisms is personal and extremely dependent on
the system. In the ASP example, it is possible to di-
rectly observe the interaction relation among queues
of SGSPN model (synchronized transitions). On the
other hand, this interaction occurs by synchronizing
events in SAN model, which has novisual linking
among them,i.e., there is noarc linking the automata
to describe the routing of customers from a queue to
another. However, in the RS example, the similar in-
teraction among the components may be easily de-
scribed by the SAN formalism, since it allows the
concept of functional elements.

In a numerical point of view, the concept of synchro-
nizing events and functional elements in the SAN
models shows a clear advantage for complex mod-
els as ASP. Basically, a SAN model allows to use
a small number of synchronizing primitives (synchro-
nizing events in SAN and synchronized transitions in
SGSPN). Thus, it is possible to say that the use of
functional elements (number of synchronizing primi-
tives reduced) for some SAN models can allow a sig-
nificantly smaller computational cost than the equiv-
alent SGSPN model. This phenomenon can be ob-
served comparing SAN (GTA) to SAN (CTA) re-
sults, but also the SGSPN-MDK results confirm the
GTA advantages.

Finally, we may summarise our contribution saying
that the use of functions, and consequently the GTA,
is not really a “need” since there is an equivalence
of formalisms, but in some cases it represents, from
a computational cost point of view, some irrefutable
“advantages”.
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